Signal-amplifying Biohybrid Material Circuits for CRISPR/Cas-based single-stranded RNA Detection
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**Abstract**

The functional integration of biological switches with synthetic building blocks enables the design of modular, stimulus-responsive biohybrid materials. By connecting the individual modules via diffusible signals, information-processing circuits can be designed. However, most systems are limited to respond to either small molecules, proteins, or optical input thus limiting the sensing and application scope of the material circuits. Here, we design a highly modular biohybrid material based on CRISPR-Cas13a to translate arbitrary single-stranded RNAs into a biomolecular material response. We exemplify this system by the development of a cascade of communicating materials that can detect the tumor biomarker microRNA miR19b in patient samples or sequences specific for COVID-19. Specificity of the system is further demonstrated by discriminating between input miRNA sequences with single-nucleotide differences. To quantitatively understand information processing in the materials cascade, we developed a mathematical model. The model was used to guide systems design for enhancing signal amplification functionality of the overall materials system. The newly designed modular materials can be used to interface desired RNA input with stimulus-responsive and information-processing materials for building point-of-care suitable sensors as well as multi-input diagnostic systems with integrated data processing and interpretation.
1. Introduction

The integration of synthetic biology with materials sciences bears a huge potential for the development of innovative materials systems capable of sensing and responding to different external triggers that find their applications in diagnostics,[1] drug delivery,[2] tissue engineering[3] and personalized medicine[4]. Research at the interface of these two fields started in the early 2000s[5] with the first DNA origamis,[6] a self-ordering system based on engineered bacteriophages,[7] and biomaterials patterned through a genetically manipulated bacterial co-culture.[8] Within the following 20 years, the field of smart biohybrid materials appeared bringing along materials with stimuli-responsive properties, either directly through synthetic biological building blocks,[1, 4, 9] or by integration of engineered living organisms.[10]

The responsiveness to stimuli makes such intelligent materials ideally suited for detection purposes. Materials designed for analytical applications can, for instance, be employed in the detection of environmental pollutants or clinical biomarkers. The most studied types of analytes for synthetic biology-based materials are proteins,[11] nucleic acids,[12] and various small molecular compounds.[9, 13] However, few materials are dedicated to RNA detection, possibly due to the comparably low stability of many RNA targets. In addition to that, the typically low abundance often requires a preamplification and RNA isolation step which increases the intricacy of the system. Examples of RNA sensing materials include various nanomaterials, mainly based on gold or silver nanoparticles, magnetic nanoparticles, quantum dots, or carbon nanomaterials (e.g. graphene oxide). Here, the materials serve not only as support for nucleic acid probes but also function as signal enhancer.[13i, 14] High specificities and sensitivities with detection limits in the femtomolar to attomolar range have been achieved with those detection materials, highlighting their importance in detecting RNA biomarkers, particularly at extremely low concentrations. Another important group of RNA sensors are paper-based systems. They utilize for instance toehold switches or CRISPR/Cas for the detection of mRNAs and viral genomes.[12c, 12d, 16] These systems offer great accessibility for point-of-care use due to their simple handling and low costs. Despite their exceptional performance, most of the nanomaterials and paper-based sensors for RNA detection employ a prior nucleic acid amplification step which increases the system’s complexity and might compromise selectivity.

Most developed sensing materials respond to the presence of a trigger molecule with a change in the material stiffness or the release of a material-bound compound. For instance, there are functionalized acrylamide hydrogels that swell upon the addition of free antigen,[11a, 13c] or
release entrapped pharmaceuticals in response to the presence of an antibiotic.[9] In another system, a gel forms through hybridization of an aptamer and DNA-polyacrylamide disintegrates in the presence of cocaine.[13]

In contrast to those straightforward sensing materials that translate an input signal to a certain output, information processing materials treat input signals in a more sophisticated way. The latter can, for instance, use logic gates or combinations thereof to program a material’s response to a trigger. The key enabling technologies for these materials are synthetic biology and the integration of biological building blocks into materials, as they offer a great range of possibilities for information manipulation such as integration,[17] filtering,[18] memory,[19] and signal modulation.[20] There are several such synthetic biology-based materials that act as simple logic gates such as AND, OR, YES and NOT gates.[13i, 21] To expand the range of possible behaviours, such gates were combined, resulting in for example NOR, INHIBIT, IF-THEN gates or a collection of hierarchical systems responding differently to each combination of three different inputs.[21c] By combining two OR gates, a materials system based on functionalized crosslinked agarose was created that acts as 4 input 2 output binary encoder by processing protease signals.[22] In another work, a binary decoder for the detection of 2 inputs was generated to provide 4 distinct outputs.[13h] Moreover, other motifs are employed in responsive materials. There are, for example, sensing materials incorporating feedforward and feedback loops for signal amplification,[23] and a counting material that generates different outputs as a function of the number of detected light pulses.[24]

Sensing materials can also be created using components of a CRISPR/Cas system for the detection of nucleic acids. For DNAs, the Cas12a effector, an activatable nuclease, is especially well suited for this type of application since it is characterized by flexible programmability, sequence-specificity, and intrinsic signal amplification.[12b, 25] An interesting example for a DNA detection material is shown by combining hydrogels with a CRISPR/Cas system.[12b] In these hydrogels, the Cas12a effector releases immobilized molecules or entrapped cargo once activated by a specific double-stranded DNA (dsDNA).[12b] Another relevant member of the CRISPR/Cas effector class 2 is Cas13a. It forms a complex with a crRNA (CRISPR RNA), a single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) that mediates sequence-specific hybridization with a complementary target ssRNA. Upon target recognition, the complex transitions to a catalytically active state, in which Cas13a degrades ssRNA in a non-specific manner. This collateral cleavage activity results in the cleavage of numerous RNA molecules per activated Cas13a complex.[16b, 26] This property was leveraged in nucleic acid detection systems like
SHERLOCK where isothermal amplification and reverse transcription is combined with Cas13a-mediated reporter cleavage.[16b]

In this work, we introduce, the all-in-one concept of a highly modular material circuit, based on magnetic polymers and synthetic biology building blocks, for specific target-amplification free CRISPR-powered RNA sensing. The synthetic network used in combination with Cas13a allows highly specific conversion and amplification of ssRNA signals without the need for prior reverse transcription or isothermal amplification. Additionally, a protease-based material module was also incorporated to further enhance the CRISPR/Cas13a-based signals. Simple fluorescence measurements could finally provide insight into the presence or absence of a certain ssRNA. High modularity is given at several levels: (i) Target specificity is customizable through adapting the crRNA, (ii) the subsequent signal amplification is tunable and (iii) the output molecule is interchangeable with another fluorescent protein, dye or reporter enzyme. This newly designed sensing system highlights the potential of combining Cas13a with material-bound modules, and its application for clinical use.

To develop our RNA sensing, signal amplifying materials circuit, we followed a stepwise approach. After designing a cascade circuit, the three modules of the network were built and characterized. Then, for the proof-of-concept, the entire system was assembled with the biomarker miR19b as target, a microRNA (miRNA) which is dysregulated in children with medulloblastoma. To evaluate its specificity and modularity, and to demonstrate its diagnostic functionality, the assay was tested with other miRNAs and SARS-CoV gene sequences. Finally, our biohybrid diagnostic material was developed further to increase its signal amplification property and with the help of mathematical modelling its behavior could be described and predicted.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Design of ssRNA Detecting Synthetic Biological Material Modules

Here, we propose a design concept for the detection of ssRNAs via CRISPR/Cas13a technology combined with signal amplification based on inter-material communication. For this aim, we assembled biological molecules on material frameworks in a cascade design, in which an input (IN) is detected by a first module (A), then transmitted by a second module (B) to a third module (C) creating an output signal (OUT) (Figure 1A).

To realize this, a set of biological building blocks was designed and developed, and subsequently compiled together in series to measure a defined ssRNA as the input, transmit the signal between different material modules, and generate a conveniently measurable output
signal. As depicted in Figure 1B, our system works as follows: Cas13a/crRNA complex detects its trigger ssRNA and gets activated upon binding. When activated, Cas13a shows a collateral RNA cleavage activity and is able to cleave non-specifically any ssRNA in its surrounding. To propagate the information to another module, the second module (TEV module) was designed with an ssRNA as cleavable linker for an immobilized functional protein. This cleavable ssRNA linker serves as reporter RNA (reRNA) and is 5’- and 3’-terminally functionalized with a HaloTag-ligand and a biotin, respectively. The HaloTag-ligand permits its covalent coupling to a HaloTag, which is genetically fused to the tobacco etch virus protease (TEV). The biotinylated end of the reRNA binds with high affinity ($K_d \sim 10^{-15}$ M)$^{[27]}$ to streptavidin on magnetic crosslinked agarose. Thus, the reRNA molecule permits immobilization of TEV on its streptavidin-functionalized support, as well as the release of TEV to the supernatant in the presence of activated Cas13a. The third module (mCherry module) of the system was designed to connect the TEV cleavage activity to the generation of a fluorescence output signal. It contains a linker with a peptide sequence that is specifically cleaved by TEV, the so-called TEV cleavage site (TCS). The mCherry fusion protein consists of an mCherry fluorescent protein genetically fused to a biotinylated AviTag via a peptide linker with TCS. The biotinylation of this protein allows its embedding on streptavidin-functionalized magnetic crosslinked agarose via the biotin-streptavidin interaction. The released TEV would set the mCherry protein free and the fluorescence intensity of the supernatant can be measured as the output. In total, if the trigger RNA is present, activated Cas13a cleaves the reRNA, TEV is released from its material support and would cleave its peptide substrate to free mCherry. Thus, the modules communicate with each other through controlled release of material-bound proteins by cleavage of their respective linkers.
Figure 1. Design of a ssRNA detecting materials system via CRISPR/Cas technology. A) System scheme describing the cascade design of our approach built from three consecutive modules allowing signal transmission and the conversion of an input signal (IN) to an output (OUT). B) System design. The Cas module is a complex of crRNA and Cas13a that is activated upon binding of the trigger RNA to the crRNA. In the TEV module, reporter RNA (reRNA) is bound via its biotinylated 3’ end to streptavidin on the surface of magnetic crosslinked agarose. On its 5’ end it is covalently bound to HaloTag-TEV via a HaloTag-ligand. For the mCherry module, mCherry is genetically fused to an AviTag via a linker with TEV cleavage site (TCS). The AviTag is biotinylated and thus, immobilizes the protein on streptavidin-coated magnetic crosslinked agarose. Presence of the trigger RNA activates Cas13a, that collaterally cleaves the reRNA, resulting in the release of TEV. TEV subsequently cleaves at the TCS in the linker and releases mCherry from its solid support to enable the readout of output fluorescence signal.

2.2. Generation and Characterization of the Material Subsystems
Prior to the assembly of the combined materials system for the detection of ssRNA, two material subsystems were developed and characterized separately (Figure 2). For this, the combination of the Cas13a and TEV module was characterized as shown in Figure 2A. First, for the Cas module, the Cas13a construct was produced and purified (Figure S1A) and cleavage activity was tested (Figure S1B). For the TEV module, the HaloTag-fused TEV protease was produced and purified via immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) and the specific activity determined (Figure S2). Subsequently, this protein was immobilized on streptavidin-
functionalized magnetic agarose yielding the TEV material module. For characterizing the combination of these two modules, both Cas13a and TEV modules were prepared separately and then combined by transferring a solution containing the Cas13a complex in the well of a microtiter plate with the TEV material module. Our system was established with the miRNA miR19b as target, an important biomarker for medulloblastoma diagnosis. We monitored the activity of the TEV protease in the supernatant at different time points at different miR19b concentrations and deduced the respective TEV concentrations. The concentrations of the released TEV protease increase in a time- and miR19b dose-dependent manner thereby confirming the functionality of the controlled TEV release by this subsystem.

We then generated the mCherry module, as depicted in Figure 2B. mCherry-AviTag was co-expressed with the biotin ligase BirA for in-vivo biotinylation and purified by IMAC (Figure S3). The biotinylation of the protein construct was validated by a binding test to streptavidin-functionalized crosslinked agarose (Figure S3C). Once it was shown to be functional, the protein was immobilized on its material support, and its response to increasing amounts of free TEV construct was monitored over time by profiling mCherry fluorescence in the supernatant (Figure 2B).

**Figure 2. Characterization of Material Subsystems.** A) The effect of the Cas13a activation on the TEV module. Cas13a is activated by the trigger RNA and cleaves reRNA to release TEV to the supernatant. The release of TEV in the presence of different trigger RNA concentrations is monitored via activity measurements. Experimentally, the TEV module was prepared, the Cas module with crRNA complementary to miR19b was then added as well as miR19b
(concentration range: 0 - 500 nM). After different incubation times (0 - 120 min) at 37 °C with gentle mixing, samples of the supernatant were collected and used for TEV activity measurements. For each condition, the activity from a single sample was determined in duplicates. Dotted lines connect the mean values of the replicates. B) Characterization of the effect of TEV on the mCherry module. TEV cleaves the TCS of immobilized mCherry and thus releases it to the supernatant. Mobile mCherry is measured via fluorescence measurements. The kinetics of mCherry released with different TEV concentrations were studied. To the freshly prepared mCherry module, free TEV (concentration range: 0 - 600 nM) was added and incubated at 37 °C with gentle mixing. Samples of the supernatant were taken after different incubation times (0 - 280 min) to determine the released mCherry based on fluorescence measurements and a calibration curve (Figure S3B). For each sample, the fluorescence measurement was performed in triplicates. Dotted lines connect the mean values of the replicates.

2.3. System Assembly and Modularity Test

Once all the subsystems were shown to be functional, the different modules were assembled together to test the functionality of the cascade. As the presence of all modules in direct physical contact with each other would lead to non-desired interactions and thus, the generation of an output even in the absence of a trigger RNA, we used a custom-made plate stand with embedded bar magnets that is suitable for positioning magnets below each well of a 24-well plate. This installation allows to place each material-bound sub-module above a separate bar magnet (Figure 3A). This setup enables communication of the subsystems by the released biomolecules, while preventing direct contact of the material-bound modules.

To test the specificity of the system, we tested the response of the system with three different miRNA sequences using the crRNA targeting miR19b (Figure 3B). We tested miR19b which has complete complementarity to the 3´ region of the crRNA in comparison to miR19a which has a single mismatch and miR197 which has several mismatches with the crRNA. At 100 nM miRNA input, our system could report a clear output by distinguishing the miRNA of interest from the other miRNAs. The miRNA with only one mismatch (miR19a) showed slightly higher signals compared to no miRNA and miR197 but still marked an obvious signal reduction compared to miR19b. This indicates that the Cas13a complex is activated by molecules with complete complementarity to the 3´ region of its crRNA, but not by similar miRNAs. Furthermore, we tested if the system could detect the biomarker miR19b in serum samples of patients suffering from medulloblastoma (Figure 3C). For this, we assembled the system as described above and added the serum samples with a total RNA concentration of 6 ng µL⁻¹ (serum control pool, and medulloblastoma patient sample). After a 4-hour incubation, we measured the fluorescence intensity of duplicates and could observe a difference between the
control and the patient sample. This indicates that the system exhibits a sensitivity in a disease-relevant range. To evaluate the modularity of the system, we first assembled all three modules as before, with the modification that the Cas13a/crRNA complex was programmed to detect another RNA target by exchanging the sequence of its crRNA. It was tested if the system could detect the tumour specific miRNA miR20a by performing the detection assay with miR20a-targeting crRNA in the absence and presence (10 nM) of miR20a and monitored the mCherry fluorescence intensity after 2 h (Figure 3D). Moreover, it was further explored if the detection of characteristic viral RNA sequences could be detected. For this, the genes for RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRP) from the two viruses, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV)-1 and SARS-CoV-2, were chosen (Figure 3E). For this purpose, the 3’ region of the crRNA was changed to the reverse complement of each RdRP gene sequence, and the response of the system was measured after 2 h in the presence of the respective ssRNA RdRP gene (5 nM), or in their absence. The output is reported in % as the fluorescence intensity was normalized to the theoretical maximum release (1.56 µM). The system was able to successfully detect the specific SARS-CoV RNA sequences.

With these tests, we showed that by combining the individual modules to a simple network, we can achieve decent analytics. The system is highly specific to the target sequence and able to distinguish between tumor and control patient samples without any target pre-amplification. Furthermore, the system was shown to be highly modular, meaning that by adapting only one component of the system, the crRNA, we can adjust the system to detect a specific clinically relevant miRNA of interest as well as viral ssRNA targets.
Figure 3. System characterization and proof-of-concept demonstration for RNA diagnostics of different diseases. A) System setup. A well of a microtiter plate is placed on top of a plate stand with integrated bar magnets. The modules containing magnetic material (TEV module and mCherry module) are immobilized onto the surface with the help of magnets, whereas the Cas13/crRNA complex and target RNAs are mobile. B) Specificity test. The assay was performed with crRNA complementary to the target biomarker miR19b and with reRNA2 sequence (Table 1) as reporter RNA. Comparison of the output signal upon addition of different miRNAs, with full complementarity (miR19b), one mismatch (miR19a), or almost non-complementarity (miR197) with the crRNA used, and in the absence of target miRNA. The raw data was normalized to the fluorescence measurements of the positive and negative controls: supernatant from a well with mCherry module and TEV (1.74 µM) for full release and supernatant from a well with mCherry module, respectively (no release). C) Cancer diagnostics on medulloblastoma patient sample. Detection of miR19b in serum sample of a patient suffering from medulloblastoma compared to a control patient serum sample (total RNA concentration of each serum sample: 6 ng µL⁻¹; miR19b levels determined by qPCR were 63-fold increased in cancer patient compared to healthy subject). The assay was performed with crRNA complementary to the tumor biomarker miR19b. Data reported as mean, showing duplicate measurements. Values are normalized to the negative (without miR19b) and positive control (500 nM miR19b) measurements. D) Modularity test. The assay was performed with crRNA complementary to another target biomarker for medulloblastoma, miR20a, in the presence (10 nM) and in the absence of miR20a with 2-hour incubation. The raw data was normalized to the fluorescence measurements of the positive and negative controls, with (1.56 µM) and without mCherry in assay buffer, respectively. E) COVID-19 diagnostics. The
Cas13a was equipped with a crRNA either complementary to the RdRP gene of SARS-CoV-1 or the RdRP gene of SARS-CoV-2. The assay was performed with one of those complexes in absence and presence (5 nM) of the corresponding ssRNA RdRP sequence. mCherry fluorescence was measured in the supernatant. For each condition, the fluorescence of the sample was determined in triplicates after a 2-hour incubation. The raw data was normalized to the fluorescence measurements of the positive and negative controls, with (1.56 µM) and without mCherry in assay buffer, respectively. All normalizations were performed using the formula (S-N)/(P-N) with S, P, N as the measurements from the sample, the positive control and the negative control, respectively.

2.4. System Characterization by a Mathematical Model Towards Improved Signal Amplification

In the setup described above, the TEV module shows a slight signal amplification towards the mCherry module. The intrinsic amplification functionality of the TEV protease, as building block of the TEV module formed the perfect basis for such a signal amplification. However, in the original system design, mCherry with TCS, the substrate of TEV, was not available in excess, thereby limiting the potential of amplification. In order to overcome this issue, we switched the crosslinked material used for mCherry module from magnetic agarose to a cellulose-based magnetic material that has more convenient capturing and release properties for the mCherry protein used (Figure 4A, Figure S3C). This material consists of larger particles (30 - 50 µm versus 0.6 µm), which may facilitate diffusion of the proteins between the particles and immobilization of the magnetic particles by the magnets.

To disentangle the interaction between the individual modules, characterize the combined system, predict the system’s output to different RNA concentrations and identify promising working conditions, we established a quantitative mathematical model. This model based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) was first calibrated on the experimental data monitoring the response of each individual subsystem to their respective inputs. This procedure is explained in detail in the Supporting Information. Figure 4B and 4C show the calibrated model fit along with the experimental data monitoring the time-resolved release of TEV and mCherry in response to the addition of different concentrations of miR19b and TEV, respectively. When comparing the performance of the mCherry release by TEV obtained here (Figure 4C) with the previous version (Figure 2B), indicates that the modification of the mCherry module indeed increased signal amplification. Whereas, before there was no or only slight amplification by TEV (approximately 700 nM and 300 nM mCherry released by 600 nM and 300 nM TEV after 2 h), the improved system the amplification is stronger (> 1 µM mCherry released by 400 nM TEV).
The combination of the two subsystems was tested, as shown in Figure 4D, with the curves corresponding to the fits of the mathematical model and the dots corresponding to the experimental data. The condition with no miRNA shows a leakiness which indicates that the sensitivity of the system decreases for too long incubation times. However, this condition could be captured by the mathematical model after inclusion of an additional reaction for the leaky release in the combined system. Once calibrated, we used the mathematical model to predict the amplification of the TEV module as function of time and miR19b concentration (Figure 4E), where the amplification was defined as ratio of the concentration of free mCherry after subtracting the unspecific leaky release from the negative control to the maximum released TEV concentration for the respective condition. To validate the model, we performed validation measurements for a condition with intermediate amplification behavior: 100 nM miR19b at 4-hour incubation, indicated as red cross on the heatmap in Figure 4E. As shown in the bar chart in Figure 4E, our predictions aligned very well with the experimental data, thereby validating our mathematical model. This result shows that the model can indeed be utilized as predictive instrument. Furthermore, it may be applied as design tool to help efficiently find optimal assay conditions and predict the system’s performance under conditions not experimentally tested.
Figure 4. Mathematical model-based optimization of the developed signal-amplifying biohybrid material circuit

A) mCherry module modification. mCherry was immobilized on another magnetic material with higher binding capacity (macroporous cellulose instead of crosslinked agarose). Higher amounts can thus be introduced in the system allowing a stronger signal amplification.

B) Modelling the interaction of Cas13/crRNA complex and TEV module. Fit of the mathematical model and experimental data for the time-resolved release of TEV protease induced by different concentrations of trigger RNA (same data as shown in Figure 2A). Here, the Cas13a complex was equipped with a crRNA complementary to the miR19b sequence and was incubated together with the TEV module and miR19b (0 - 500 nM). C) Modelling TEV-mediated release of mCherry from the mCherry module. The modified mCherry module described in A) was incubated in the presence of mobile TEV protease (0 - 400 nM). Samples from the supernatant were taken after different times to measure the fluorescence intensity from released mCherry in triplicates. D) Modelling the whole system including all three modules. The Cas13, TEV and mCherry modules were incubated together with different concentrations of the trigger miR19b. At different time points, samples were taken for fluorescence measurements. E) Prediction and validation of the mathematical model. (left) Heatmap showing the predicted amplification behavior of the system as a function of miRNA concentration and time. The amplification is the factor by which the amount of released mCherry is higher than the amount of TEV. (right) Validation of model predictions by measurement for two different conditions after 4-hour incubation. The model predictions are shown in the bar chart with
uncertainties whereas the experimental data is represented as black dots in the same plot. B) - D) Fits of the mathematical model are indicated as solid lines along with the shaded error bands corresponding to one standard deviation, whereas dots correspond to experimental data.

3. Conclusion
In this study, we applied engineering concepts to synthetic biology-driven material modules to design and develop a signal-amplifying biohybrid material circuit for RNA diagnostics. Our approach is highly modular, where we can adapt only one component of the system, namely the crRNA, and customize our platform to detect an RNA of interest, for example clinically relevant miRNAs or viral RNAs. Such ssRNAs are indicators for many diseases and have great potential as biomarkers for medical diagnostics. The system was characterized and optimized for output performance, assisted by a mathematical model without the need for expensive instruments. We confirmed the introduced concept by performing validation experiments that could reproduce model-based predictions of the signal amplification behavior of the system.

Another special feature of our system is its high degree of modularity, which makes it customizable at several levels: i) The output could be altered by replacing mCherry by another fluorescent protein or dye. Alternatively, the product of an enzymatic reaction that is rendered possible upon protease cleavage could be measured.[28] Thus, the evaluation of a test result would be possible not only through fluorescence, but also via absorbance, luminescence or even electrochemical [29] signal readouts. ii) Our biohybrid sensing circuit can be easily programmed to other targets, all kinds of ssRNAs. Besides simply exchanging the crRNA in the Cas13a complex to switch to another ssRNA target as shown in this study, the spectrum of potential targets could be further extended. For example, Cas12a in combination with a ssDNA linker would create a dsDNA sensing material. In addition to that, leveraging new CRISPR/Cas-based strategies, for instance, in combination with aptamers and antibodies, the detection of various non-nucleic acid targets might also be possible (such as metal ions, antibiotics, proteins).[30] iii) By tuning the intermediate step of the system’s cascade, the kinetics and speed of the signal transmission to the output module can be adjusted. This could be done by choosing from a large pool of sequence-specific proteases.[31] The maximum amplification factor could also be altered by changing the ratio of total protease amount to output molecules in the system.

The concept of CRISPR-powered biohybrid materials systems could be integrated with other technologies, including lateral flow assays or electrochemical sensing devices, and extended to a range of other sensing applications in diagnostics by detecting disease-related biomolecules, or in pharmacokinetics to monitor and optimize drug therapies. Moreover, it might be used in
agriculture to assess soil quality and plant health, or to monitor food quality and safety. Biotechnological industry could benefit from it for the surveillance of bioprocesses. Finally, it highlights the potential for developing other sensing material networks for diagnostic applications and beyond.

The advantage of the detection biohybrid materials circuits developed here is that one single type of measurement and assay setup could be used for various different analytes. The underlying principle introduced in this study showed the cruciality of combining several areas of science, from molecular biology and protein engineering to mathematical modelling, materials sciences and engineering. And it highlights its potential for developing sensing materials networks for applications in the field of molecular detection systems.
Experimental Section/Methods

Nucleic acids

The expression vectors for TEV and mCherry constructs (Table S2) were generated via PCR and Gibson Assembly. For Cas13a, the expression vector p2CT-His-MBP-Lbu_C2c2_WT was purchased from Addgene (Plasmid #83482). All ssRNAs were purchased from Biomers GmbH (Table 1).

Table 1. Details of the RNA molecules used in this work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ssRNA</th>
<th>Sequence (5’ – 3’)</th>
<th>5' modification</th>
<th>3' modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reRNA</td>
<td>40 b polyU</td>
<td>HaloTag-ligand</td>
<td>biotin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reRNA-6FAM</td>
<td>40 b random sequence:</td>
<td>biotin</td>
<td>6-FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6FAM</td>
<td>GGCUCAUUUGCAGGGGGAGC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAAAAGGGUCAUCAUCUCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reRNA2</td>
<td>GGCUCAUUUGCAGGGGGAGC</td>
<td>biotin</td>
<td>HaloTag-ligand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CAAAAGGGUCAUCAUCUCC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crRNA for</td>
<td>GGGGAUUUAGACUACCCCAA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR19b</td>
<td>AACGAAGGGGACUAAACUCA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GUUUGCAUGGAUUUGCACA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crRNA for</td>
<td>GGGGAUUUAGACUACCCCAA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS-CoV-1</td>
<td>AACGAAGGGGACUAAACGCA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RdRP gene</td>
<td>UCACCGGAUGAUUGUCACCUC</td>
<td>UGG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crRNA for</td>
<td>GGGGAUUUAGACUACCCCAA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARS-CoV-2</td>
<td>AACGAAGGGGACUAAACAG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RdRP gene</td>
<td>GUGGAACCCUCAUCAGGAGAUG</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crRNA for</td>
<td>5’GGGGGAUUUAGACUACCCCAA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR20a</td>
<td>AACGAAGGGGACUAAAC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CU ACCU GCA CUA UAA GCA</td>
<td>CUU UA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR19a</td>
<td>UGUGCAAAUCUAUGCAAACU</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miR19b</td>
<td>UGUGCAAAUCUAUGCAAACU</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
miR197    UUCACCACCUUCUCCACCCAG
SARS-CoV-1 RdRP gene    CCAAGGUGGAACAUCUCCGGUGAUGC
SARS-CoV-2 RdRP gene    GCAUCUCCUGAUGAGGUUCCA
miR20a    UAAAGUGCUUAUAGUGCAGG

Protein production and analysis

BL21(DE3) pLysS E. coli (Invitrogen) were transformed with the respective expression plasmid and grown in LB medium supplemented with ampicillin (100 µg mL$^{-1}$) and chloramphenicol (36 µg mL$^{-1}$) at 150 rpm and 37 °C until the OD$_{600nm}$ reached 0.6. After induction of expression by the addition of isopropyl-$\beta$-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG, 1 mM), the cells were further incubated at 150 rpm. For Cas13a (Lbu Cas13a of Leptotrichia buccalis), the production was performed at 16 °C overnight, for TEV at 30 °C for 3 h, and for mCherry at 37 °C for 2 h. For the production of biotinylated proteins, biotin (50 µM) was added at the induction point for mCherry cultures. Cells were harvested by centrifugation at 6,000 g for 10 min at 4 °C and subsequently resuspended in Ni-Lysis buffer (50 mM NaH$_2$PO$_4$, 300 mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0), flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 °C.

The proteins were purified via IMAC performed according to Wagner et al. 2019[23b] except for the lysis of cells expressing Cas13a which was achieved through liquid homogenization with a laboratory homogenizer APV-2000 (SPXFLOW) instead of sonication. Each protein was stored in elution buffer (50 mM NaH$_2$PO$_4$, 300 mM NaCl, 250 mM imidazole, pH 8.0). TEV eluate was supplemented with $\beta$-mercaptoethanol (10 mM) and Cas13a eluate with tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP, 1 mM). Purified Cas13a and TEV were stored at -80 °C with glycerol (15 % v/v) whereas mCherry was stored at 4 °C.

The concentrations of the individual proteins were determined by analyzing SDS gels with ImageJ. In brief, a dilution series of bovine serum albumin (BSA) as standard (7.8 - 500 µg mL$^{-1}$) and the samples were loaded on a gel. From the pixel intensities in the concerned region of the respective lane, the concentrations were deduced based on the calibration curve from the BSA dilutions.

The proteolytic activity of TEV was determined with the SensoLyte® 520 TEV Protease Assay Kit (AnaSpec) according to the manufacturer's instructions with a total reaction volume of 16 µL in 384-well plates. For data analysis, the slopes of the fluorescence increase due to quencher
release were determined, then the value of the minimum slope determined in the whole assay was subtracted from each slope. Based on those corrected slope values, the concentration was determined based on the calibration curve (see Figure S2B). For the determination of mCherry concentrations, the fluorescence was measured (excitation: 575 nm, emission: 620 nm).

Functionalization of materials
HaloTag-TEV and reRNA were coupled to each other for ≥ 5 h with gentle mixing at 4 °C in assay buffer (AB) (40 mM Tris-HCl, 60 mM NaCl, 6 mM MgCl₂, pH 7.3) with murine RNase inhibitor (NEB, 1 U µL⁻¹) and TCEP (1 mM) with a 5-fold excess of TEV in order to saturate the binding sites of reRNA. The TEV-reRNA was then immobilized on pre-washed (3 times with PBS (1 mL) with Tween20 (0.05 % v/v) and magnetic stand) magnetic crosslinked agarose (MagSi-STA 600 BI, MD21001, Steinbrenner Laborsysteme GmbH) by incubation with gentle mixing overnight at 4 °C. The biotinylated mCherry constructs were diluted in AB with TCEP (1 mM) and then coupled to the magnetic agarose following the same procedure as for reRNA-coupled protease. Functionalized crosslinked agarose was washed 5 times with wash buffer (PBS with TCEP (1 mM), 250 µL). For TEV-reRNA, wash buffer was supplemented with RNase inhibitor (1 U µL⁻¹). The washed crosslinked agarose was then resuspended in AB with RNase inhibitor (1 U µL⁻¹) and/or TCEP (1 mM). For the modified mCherry module, mCherry-AviTag was coupled to magnetic macroporous cellulose (High Capacity Magne® Streptavidin Beads, V7820, Promega) and TBS instead of PBS was used for all washing steps.

Detection assay
For the assay, Cas/crRNA complex was assembled by incubating Cas13a (1 µM) with crRNA (0.5 µM) at 37 °C for 30 min in AB. The assay was performed in 24-well plates filled with assay mix (pre-assembled Cas13a/crRNA (100 nM/50 nM), RNase inhibitor (1 U µL⁻¹), and TCEP (1 mM) in AB) and two separate spots of magnetic crosslinked agarose, one functionalized with TEV-reRNA and another with mCherry in each well. For the amplifying system mCherry functionalized cellulose was separated into two drops. To ensure that the two types of functionalized material did not mix, the plate was placed onto a custom-made machined support with integrated bar magnets (Ø 3 mm, height 10 mm) (Figure 3A). With this support, underneath each well of a 24-well microtiter plate, three magnets are arranged in a concentric formation with uniform spacing (5.5 mm).

Then, a ssRNA dilution of miR19a, miR19b, miR197, miR20a, SARS-CoV-1 RdRP RNA, or SARS-CoV-2 RdRP RNA in AB was added (final concentrations: 0 - 500 nM) and the plate was sealed with adhesive tape and covered with aluminium foil. The assay plate was incubated at 37 °C with orbital shaking at 25 - 50 rpm. After different incubation times, samples were
taken for determination of TEV activity and mCherry fluorescence. The samples were stored at 4 °C until the measurements. For the detection assay with clinical samples, 1 μL samples were added per reaction with 200 μL total volume.

Characterization of the release kinetics of the individual modules

For the characterization of the TEV module, the detection assay was performed as described above but without the mCherry module. As an output, the enzymatic activity of TEV in the supernatant was monitored.

For the characterization of the mCherry module, the detection assay was performed without the TEV module, Cas13a, and any ssRNA. The release of mCherry was determined after different incubation times in the presence of different concentrations of TEV.

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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